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Supplement B:  Example Analysis Pathways

Example 1:  Wildlife Habitat Summarization

Objective:  Summarize a suite of environmental variables to characterize the conditions present at 
sites supporting a species of concern and for use as predictor variables in habitat modeling.

Main Matrix structure:  26 sites × 24 variables
Main Matrix content:  Mixture of discrete, con  nuous, and dummy variables (Q variables)
Second Matrix structure: None
What was measured?  One-time measure of metrics characterizing habitat extent and quality, some 
moderately correlated, all different units.  Highly redundant calculated metrics were pared down to a 
single metric.  Dummy variables made for nominal variables.

What do the zeros mean?  Very few zeros, zero means zero.
Non-zeros:  Made comparable (centered and standardized) automa  cally in PCA.
Heterogeneity:  Data are not very heterogeneous:  14% zeros, average skewness of variables = 0.5, 
coeffi  cient of varia  on of site totals = 9%.  Centering reduces zeros to 0%.
Sources of noise:  Measurement error.
Outliers:  There are no obvious outliers in the dataset.
Distance measure:  Euclidean because it should perform well on these data and tolerates nega  ve 
values resul  ng from centering.
Transforma  ons?  A  er reviewing boxplots, two variables were log-transformed to improve normality.
Rela  onships?  The environmental variables are hypothesized to have a linear rela  onship with the 
ordina  on axes summarizing them.
Model form is thus linear.
Tool to use:  PCA (free ordina  on).

First look:  Ran PCA using a correla  on cross-products matrix, iden  fi ed three interpretable axes with 
strong associa  ons with (i.e., loadings of) six par  cular variables.
Confi rma  on:  Ran NMS on Autopilot (on medium) using Euclidean distances a  er rela  vizing by 
standard deviates; iden  fi ed three interpretable axes having strong associa  ons with four of the six 
par  cular variables.
Tool to report:  PCA.  Re-ran the PCA, saving the Column Graph and Results Files this  me and then 
saving those with the Main Matrix as a Project File.
Interpreta  on:  Took the % variance explained from the PCA Result File.  Graphed the ordina  on 
scores, using Main Matrix Overlay.  Applied a square-root transforma  on to three variables to improve 
linearity of rela  onship with ordina  on axes.  Calculated correla  on coeffi  cients of all variables with 
the ordina  on axes.  PCA axes used as predictor variables in habitat modeling (outside of PC-ORD).

Story:  24 variables reduced down to 3 composite variables that strongly refl ect the pa  erns of six 
variables.  Future sampling should focus on these six variables.
Summaries to present:  Descrip  ve sta  s  cs (mean, varia  on, range) for at least the six infl uen  al 
variables.  % variance explained on each axis, correla  on coeffi  cients of variables with axes.
Graphics to present:  Unrotated PCA ordina  on diagrams for Axis 1×2 and Axis 1×3 showing overlays 
of at least the six most infl uen  al variables.
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The final ordination diagrams for presentation 
included overlays of the six particularly influential 
variables, which were put in a second matrix to 
facilitate use of the joint-plot view for simultaneous 
overlay.

Figure 5.  PCA ordination diagram showing associations of 
the six most influential variables defining the three synthetic 
summary axes.  Vectors indicate the direction of increasing 
abundance and their length reflects the magnitude of the 
association with the ordination axes.

The ordination axes (i.e., three summary variables) 
were later used as independent predictor variables in 
habitat modeling (using HyperNiche).

The PCA output indicated that four axes ‘passed the Monte Carlo test’ and were statistically unusual.  
However, the fourth axis contributed only an additional 8.75% of variation explained.  Since the 
objective was to obtain only a few summary variables, three was deemed a sufficient number of axes.

Main Matrix overlays indicated six particular 
variables (one shown for each axis here) with 
strong linear associations with the three 
ordination axes; i.e., showed which variables 
contributed most strongly to the redundant 
pattern summarized by these three PCA axes.
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Example 2:  Terrestrial Habitat Delineation

Objective:  Identify distinct habitat zones based on a combination of structural vegetation variables 
and species assemblages.

Main Matrix structure:  36 sites × 68 variables
Main Matrix content:  Mixture of con  nuous variables (Q variables)
Second Matrix structure: None
What was measured?  One-time measure of forest stand metrics (many different units) plus species 
abundance data for three strata of vascular vegetation (herb, shrub, and tree layers), recorded as 
percent cover for herbs, density for shrubs, and basal area for trees.  In this case the vegetation data 
are viewed as habitat variables rather than as responses to the environment.

What do the zeros mean?  Slightly zero-rich; most zeros mean zero.
Non-zeros:  Made more comparable by centering and standardizing.
Heterogeneity:  Data are not very heterogeneous following rela  viza  on:  0% zeros, average skewness 
of variables = 0.8.
Sources of noise:  Stochas  c variability in species abundance, measurement error.
Outliers:  Three slight site outliers were iden  fi ed and retained for observa  on.
Distance measure:  Euclidean because it tolerates nega  ve values resul  ng from centering.
Transforma  ons?  No transforma  ons were deemed helpful.
Rela  onships?  No theore  cal expecta  ons.
Model form:  No one model form will fi t all variables, so nonparametric preferred.
Tool to use:  Cluster analysis combined with NMS (free ordina  on).

First look:  Ran cluster analysis using Euclidean distances and group-average linkage, wrote several 
diff erent grouping variables to the Second Matrix, ran NMS twice on Autopilot set to slow & thorough 
using Euclidean distances, selected a 3-D solu  on, observed clean separa  on in ordina  on space of six  
of the groups iden  fi ed by clustering.
Confi rma  on:  Ran cluster analysis using Euclidean distances and fl exible beta = -0.25 linkage and 
obtained comparable groupings.  Ran polar ordina  on using objec  ve (variance-regression) endpoint 
selec  on and again observed separa  on of at least six groups.
Tool to report:  Cluster analysis and NMS.  Re-ran the cluster analysis and the NMS, saving the Column 
Graph and Results Files this  me and then saving those with the Main Matrix as a Project File.
Interpreta  on:  Graphed both the dendrogram and ordina  on with an overlay of the grouping 
variable showing six groups.  Graphed the ordina  on with an overlay of the main matrix to explore 
which variables/species were most infl uen  al in defi ning these habitats.  Applied Indicator Species 
Analysis to determine which species were most frequent and abundant in the diff erent groups.  
Calculated individual univariate F-ra  os using SumF to determine which of the non-species variables 
diff ered most strongly among groups.

Story:  68 bio  c and abio  c variables were used to delineate six habitats.
Summaries to present:  Descrip  ve sta  s  cs (mean, varia  on, range) for each variable in each group.  
Indicator Species Analysis IV and p-values.
Graphics to present:  Dendrogram showing separa  on of groups, NMS ordina  on diagram with 
overlay of grouping variable and most infl uen  al habitat variables.
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The dendrogram indicated considerable separa  on (determined from the long horizontal lines) among 
several groups.  A  er considering the strength of separa  on, verifying separa  on in the ordina  on 
space, and examining addi  onal site data (not shown), six groups were chosen.

Indicator species analysis helped iden  fy the 
sixteen species that were sta  s  cally signifi cantly 
(all p < 0.01) more frequent and abundant in some 
groups than others.  For instance, ferns were 
most frequent and abundant in groups 1, 3, and 
6, whereas balsam fi r (ABIBAL) was most frequent 
and abundant in group 2.  An IV diff erence among 
groups of at least 20 was chosen as a cutoff  for 
determining if a species 'indicated' a par  cular 
group.  Most species indicated two to three 
groups, all groups had some indicator species, and 
group 3 had the most indicator species (12).  The 
non-species variables with larger than average 
univariate F-ra  os included those characterizing 
the abundance of conifers and yellow birch and 
the weight of the soil O-horizon.

The accompanying NMS ordina  on diagram was 
used to visually demonstrate the separa  on of 
groups, which are shown here using an overlay 
of convex hulls to 'connect the dots' of the 
ordina  on space defi ned by each group.  In 
addi  on, some of the most infl uen  al habitat 
variables are shown using a joint-plot overlay.

Figure 2.  NMS ordination diagram showing the separation 
of the six chosen groups in the ordination space and the 
associations of six of the most influential habitat variables.  
Vectors indicate the direction of increasing abundance and 
the magnitude of the association with the ordination axes.
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Example 3:  Water Quality Gradient Analysis

Objective:  Characterize the change in macroinvertebrate composition along a known gradient in 
water quality.

Main Matrix structure:  6 sites × 16 macroinvertebrate species
Main Matrix content:  Total (sum) macroinvertebrate density counts (Q variables)
Second Matrix structure: None
What was measured?  One-time measure of species captured in subplots, summed to the site-level; 
comparable units but varying life-history traits.

What do the zeros mean?  Zeros do not necessarily mean zero.
Non-zeros:  Made comparable among species by applying a rela  viza  on by column maxima.
Heterogeneity:  Data are slightly heterogeneous following rela  viza  on:  18% zeros, average skewness 
of species = 1.5, coeffi  cient of varia  on of site totals = 53%, CV of species totals = 28%.
Sources of noise:  Stochas  c variability in species abundance.
Outliers:  No outliers were iden  fi ed.
Distance measure:  Sørensen because of skewness and concomparable meaning of zeros.
Transforma  ons?  No transforma  ons were deemed necessary.
Rela  onships?  Rela  onships between species and the ordina  on axes may be unimodal or highly 
variable.
Model form:  No one model form will fi t all species.
Rela  viza  on?  Rela  vized by species maxima to equalize infl uence of varying life-history traits and 
equalize the infl uence of common and rare species due to poten  al sampling bias against rare species.
Tool to use:  polar ordina  on (guided ordina  on).

First look:  Ran polar ordina  on using Sørensen distances and subjec  vely selec  ng the fi rst axis 
(iden  fying as endpoints the sites with the greatest and least water quality); one addi  onal axis was 
calculated using objec  ve (variance-regression) endpoint selec  on.  Observed strong associa  ons of 
several species with both ordina  on axes.
Confi rma  on:  Ran NMS on Autopilot set to slow & thorough using Sørensen distances and again 
observed associa  ons with these species.
Tool to report:  Polar ordina  on.  Re-ran the polar ordina  on and saved the Column Graph and Results 
Files and then saved those with the Main Matrix as a Project File.
Interpreta  on:  Took the percentage of variance from the Result File, graphed the ordina  on using 
Main Matrix Overlay, iden  fi ed the most infl uen  al species, and verifi ed linear rela  onships of 
unrela  vized species' abundances to axes to ensure validity of calculated correla  on coeffi  cients (no 
transforma  ons were necessary).

Story:  Several macroinvertebrate species declined, and other increased, in abundance along the 
gradient from pris  ne to polluted water quality.  The species associated with Axis 2 were all warm-
water species, s  mula  ng further ques  ons regarding riparian vegeta  on management.
Summaries to present:  Total abundance of species by site.  Correla  on coeffi  cients for abundance of 
each species along the water quality gradient (i.e., with Axis 1).  % variance explained for each axis.
Graphics to present:  Polar ordina  on diagram with an overlay of at least some of the species (with a 
table lis  ng correla  on coeffi  cients) and/or an ordered main matrix showing abundance pa  erns of 
species along the both ordina  on axes.
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The % variance explained along the 
water quality gradient is that for 
the subjec  vely defi ned Axis 1.  An 
addi  onal 29%, captured on Axis 2, 
must represent another major trend in 
the macroinvertebrate data.  

Examining correla  ons of the 
individual species with each axis helps 
clarify these trends.  Three species 
had higher abundances in the more 
polluted sites, while at least seven 
species were more abundant in the 
more pris  ne sites.  In addi  on, the 
gradient on Axis 2 refl ects a notable 
decrease in abundance among at least 
six species with no species showing 
an increase.  Considering the habitat 
requirement of these species, it 
was hypothesized that this gradient 
may refl ect stream temperature; a 
hypothesis that can be tested in future 
sampling. 

These pa  erns can be graphically displayed in at least two ways.  Here two ordered Main Matrices are 
coded by 'rela  ve values by column' to show the distribu  on of abundance of each individual species 
among the six sites (this fi gure was created by cu   ng and pas  ng (in Photoshop) two fi gures that had 
been created by ordering the Main Matrix by both axes).  The ordina  on diagram shown here used a 
joint-plot overlay of unrela  vized species abundances read from a Second Matrix.
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Example 4:  Descriptive Biogeography

Objective:  Characterize the variation in slime mold species composition across the landscape.

Main Matrix structure:  58 sites × 27 slime mold species
Main Matrix content:  Slime mold presence/absence (Q variables)
Second Matrix structure:  58 sites × 44 environmental variables
Second Matrix content:  Mixture of discrete, con  nuous, and nominal variables (C and Q variables)
What was measured?  One-time measure of slime mold species presence; comparable units and life-
history traits.

What do the zeros mean?  Very zero-rich; zeros do not necessarily mean zero.
Non-zeros:  Presence values are comparable by design.
Heterogeneity:  Data are moderately heterogeneous:  68% zeros, average skewness of species = 2.9, 
coeffi  cient of varia  on of site totals = 25%, CV of species totals = 90%.
Sources of noise:  Stochas  c variability in species presence, measurement error.
Outliers:  Three strong outliers were iden  fi ed but retained under observa  on.
Distance measure:  Sørensen because data are zero-rich and outliers infl uen  al.
Transforma  ons?  No transforma  ons were deemed helpful.
Rela  onships?  Rela  onships between species and the ordina  on axes may be unimodal or highly 
variable.
Model form:  No one model form will fi t all species, so nonparametric preferred.
Rela  viza  on?  No rela  viza  ons were deemed helpful.
Tool to use:  NMS (free ordina  on).

First look:  Ran NMS on Autopilot set to slow & thorough using Sørensen distances several  mes but 
unable to extract a non-random structure (i.e., ‘failed’ Monte Carlo test, all p > 0.1).  No  ced that 16 
of the 27 species only occurred in 1 or 2 of the 58 sites.  Deleted all species occurring in only 1 site and 
ran NMS again; s  ll no structure.  Deleted all species occurring in only 2 sites and ran NMS again; a  
2-D solu  on was recommended.  Final matrix then had 58 sites x 11 species.
Confi rma  on:  Ran NMS on Autopilot set to medium using Sørensen distances three more  mes; all 
recommended 2-D solu  on.  Compared all three graphs and found adequate consistency.
Tool to report:  NMS.  Re-ran the NMS manually for 2-D and saved the Column Graph and Results Files 
and then saved those with the Main Matrix as a Project File.
Interpreta  on:  Graphed the ordina  on using Main Matrix Overlay, iden  fi ed the most infl uen  al 
species, verifi ed linear rela  onships to axes to ensure validity of correla  on coeffi  cients, calculated 
the A  er-the-fact % variance explained.  Graphed the ordina  on using Second Matrix Overlay and 
checked linearity, calculated correla  on coeffi  cients.  Iden  fi ed moderate associa  ons with seven 
environmental variables.

Story:  The eleven slime molds that are suffi  ciently abundant on the landscape to analyze varied in 
composi  on across the landscape.  These pa  erns of varia  on were associated with varia  on in seven 
environmental variables that capture trends in moisture.
Summaries to present:  Table of species' constancy.  A  er-the-fact % variance explained for the 
relevant axes.  Correla  on coeffi  cients of environmental variables with ordina  on axes.
Graphics to present:  NMS ordina  on diagram with an overlay of the seven environmental variables.
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Example 5:  Management Treatment Effects

Objective:  Test for compositional differences among treatments and determine which species, if any, 
are more frequent and abundant in one treatment than another.

Main Matrix structure:  16 sitextrt (4 treatments in 4 sites) × 276 herbaceous plant species
Main Matrix content:  Percent cover (Q variables)
Second Matrix structure: 16 sitextrt × 2 coding variables
Second Matrix content:  Coding variable for SITE and another for TRT (C variables)
What was measured?  One-time measure of plant species captured in subplots, averaged to the 
sitextrt level; adequately comparable units and life-history traits.

What do the zeros mean?  Fairly zero-rich; zeros do not necessarily mean zero.
Non-zeros:  Cover is adequately comparable by design.
Heterogeneity:  Data are very heterogeneous:  95% zeros, average skewness of species = 3.7, 
coeffi  cient of varia  on of site totals = 65%, CV of species totals = 480%.
Sources of noise:  Stochas  c variability in species abundance, variability in applica  on of treatments, 
measurement error.
Outliers:  No outliers were iden  fi ed.
Distance measure:  Sørensen because data are zero-rich and heterogeneous.
Transforma  ons?  No transforma  ons were deemed helpful.
Rela  viza  on?  Rela  vized by species maxima within sites to reduce overall heterogeneity and make 
the infl uence of individual species more equal despite variability in abundances (i.e., downweight 
dominants).
Tool to use:  PerMANOVA for randomized complete blocks (RBC), Indicator Species Analysis.

First look:  Ran PerMANOVA for RBC with SITE as the fi rst (block) factor and TRT as the second (fi xed) 
factor, using Sørensen distances.  Both SITE and TRT were marginally signifi cant but their interac  on 
was not.  Indicator Species Analysis showed that most species had non-signifi cant IVs.  Noted that 87 
of the 276 herb species only occurred in a single sitextrt; deleted those that only occurred in one of 
the two sites.  Final matrix down to 16 sitextrt x 239 species.
Tool to report:  PerMANOVA, Indicator Species Analysis.  Re-ran the PerMANOVA including pair-wise 
comparisons.  Ran Indicator Species Analysis on TRT.
Interpreta  on:  Composi  onal diff erences among TRT now more signifi cant, while those for SITE are 
now less.  98 herb species had signifi cant IVs, 42 of which were notably greater in one treatment than 
another.

Story:  Herbaceous species composi  on diff ered among treatments, with 12 species most frequent 
and abundant in treatment A, 28 species most frequent and abundant in treatment B, and 2 species 
most frequent and abundant in treatment C; no species indicated treatment D.
Summaries to present:  Average cover of species by treatment.  PerMANOVA F- and p-values, 
indicator species analysis IV and p-values for 42 species.
Graphics to present:  An NMS ordina  on could be performed to supplement this analysis with a 
diagram showing separa  on of the treatment groups in species space if desired.
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Example 6:  New Species Delineation

Objective:  Determine whether or not two populations of freshwater guppies are sufficiently 
morphologically different to warrant investigation to determine species status.

Main Matrix structure:  72 fi sh × 8 morphological variables
Main Matrix content:  various measures of body dimensions (Q variables)
Second Matrix structure:  72 fi sh × 1 coding variable
Second Matrix content:  coding variable for fi sh popula  on, POP (C variable)
What was measured?  Collection of morphological measures taken from fish captured from two ends 
of a large lake over a period of a year.

What do the zeros mean?  No zero values.
Non-zeros:  Made comparable among fi sh by applying a rela  viza  on by fi sh standard deviates.
Heterogeneity:  Data are not very heterogeneous following standardiza  on:  0% zeros, average 
skewness of fi sh = 0.8, coeffi  cient of varia  on of site totals = 21%, CV of fi sh totals = 67%.
Sources of noise:  Measurement error.
Outliers:  No outliers were iden  fi ed.
Distance measure:  Euclidean because it should perform well on these data and tolerates nega  ve 
values resul  ng from the rela  viza  on.
Transforma  ons?  No data transforma  ons were deemed helpful.
Rela  viza  on?  No addi  onal rela  viza  on was performed.
Tool to use:  MRPP due to unequal sample sizes.

First look:  Ran an MRPP on POP using Euclidean distances and observed a small p-value but also a 
rela  vely small A value.
Tool to report:  MRPP.  Recorded the p-value and A values.
Interpreta  on:  Although there is evidence to suggest that these two popula  ons of guppies are 
morphologically dis  nct from one another, there is a considerable amount of varia  on within each 
popula  on.

Story:  There is suffi  cient evidence to indicate that these two popula  ons represent morphologically 
dis  nct groups of individuals.  The high heterogeneity within each group, however, sheds doubt on the 
proximity of their lineage.  Further analyses are warranted.
Summaries to present:  Descrip  ve sta  s  cs (mean, varia  on, range) for each variable in each 
popula  on.  MRPP p- and A values.
Graphics to present:  Boxplots of each popula  on might be useful summary graphs for display.  A 
cluster analysis within each of the two popula  ons might be helpful to further explore within-group 
heterogeneity.  PCA could be used to graphically display both between- and within-group varia  on.
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Example 7:  Spatial Systematics

Objective:  Determine if spatial proximity implies genetic proximity in invasive species (i.e., 
representing only one versus multiple introduction events).

Main Matrix structure:  46 earthworms × 12 gene  c markers
Main Matrix content:  presence/absence (Q variables)
Second Matrix structure: 46 earthworms × 12 spa  al loca  ons
Second Matrix content:  eas  ng and northing UTMs (Q variables)
What was measured?  Presence of specific genetic markers were determined for invasive earthworms  
whose precise location of capture was recorded using GPS.

What do the zeros mean?  Main Matrix:  some zeros, zeros are meaningful.  Second Matrix:  no zeros.
Non-zeros:  Comparable within each matrix by design.
Heterogeneity:  Main Matrix:  data are slightly heterogeneous:  40% zeros, average skewness of 
markers = 1.8, coeffi  cient of varia  on of worm totals = 24%, CV of markers = 56%.  Second Matrix not 
heterogeneous:  0% zeros, skew 0.4, CVs 6% and 14%, respec  vely.
Sources of noise:  Stochas  c variability in species presence
Outliers:  1 outlier worm was iden  fi ed and determined to be mis-iden  fi ed and omi  ed.
Distance measure:  Sørensen for the zero-rich Main Matrix, Euclidean for the Second matrix.
Transforma  ons?  No transforma  ons were deemed helpful.
Rela  viza  on?  No rela  viza  ons were deemed helpful.
Tool to use:  Mantel Test (group tes  ng).

First look:  Ran the Mantel Test using Sørensen distances for the Main Matrix and Euclidean distances 
for the Second Matrix and Mantel’s asympto  c approxima  on.  
Tool to report:  Mantel Test.  Recorded the r- and p-values.
Interpreta  on:  The highly non-signifi cant (p = 0.4) Mantel Test does not indicate a correspondence 
between the spa  al distribu  on of the earthworms and their gene  c similarity.

Story:  The lack of spa  al and gene  c correspondence is consistent with either a single introduc  on or 
a long period of gene  c mixing following mul  ple introduc  ons.  The short  me frame since invasion 
would indicate the former.
Summaries to present:  The geographic range under considera  on, the frequency of each gene  c 
marker, the Mantel Test r- and p-values.
Graphics to present:  A cluster analysis of the main matrix could supplement this analysis and provide 
addi  onal detail on popula  on variability (i.e., the presence or absence of subpopula  ons).
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Example 8:  Predicted Management Impacts

Objective:  Predict the change in mussel species composition with an increase in water flow rate 
below a dam.

Main Matrix structure:  20 trial×fl ow (5 reps of 4 fl ow rates) × 22 mussel species
Main Matrix content:  mussel density counts (Q variables)
Second Matrix structure: 20 trial×fl ow × 1 variable
Second Matrix content:  fl ow rate (Q variable)
What was measured?  Mussel densities in one river, downstream of four dams with different flow 
rates.  Site and rate are unavoidably confounded.  Species vary considerably in their life-history traits.

What do the zeros mean?  Very zero-rich; zeros do not necessarily mean zero.
Non-zeros:  Non-comparable abundances of species (due to varying life history traits) standardized by 
applying a general rela  viza  on by column (mussel) totals within sites.
Heterogeneity:  Data are s  ll somewhat heterogeneous following rela  viza  on:  53% zeros, average 
skewness of mussels = 0.9, coeffi  cient of varia  on of trial×fl ow totals = 36%, CV of mussel totals = 
58%.
Sources of noise:  Stochas  c variability in species abundance.
Outliers:  One notable trial×fl ow outlier was observed.  RA revealed that this observa  on was highly 
infl uen  al in shaping the ordina  on space.  The observa  on, which had very few species, low total 
abundance, and very high skewness, was omi  ed from the analysis.
Distance measure:  An examina  on of species' distribu  ons indicated that almost all were unimodally 
distributed and therefore the Chi-squared distance measure of CCA is appropriate.
Transforma  ons?  No transforma  ons were deemed necessary.
Rela  onships?  Rela  onships between the most abundant mussels and fl ow rate are largely unimodal.
Model form:  Unimodal is adequate.
Rela  viza  on?  The general rela  viza  on tended to equalize common and uncommon species.
Tool to use:  CCA (guided ordina  on)

First look:  Ran a CCA using centering and normalizing, op  mizing columns, and using LC scores for 
graphing.
Tool to report:  CCA.  Saved Result File and Graph File and then saved with Main Matrix as a Project.
Interpreta  on:  The signifi cant randomiza  on tests indicate that the Main and Second Matrices do co-
vary.  The fl ow rate variable had a large canonical coeffi  cient and biplot score on Axis 1.

Story:  Although true replica  on is impossible, the strong associa  on of the fl ow rate variable 
indicates that this is poten  ally a very infl uen  al factor aff ec  ng mussel composi  on.  The 
direc  onality of the canonical coeffi  cient for fl ow rate on Axis 1 indicates that increasing the fl ow rate 
will shi   the mussel composi  on toward the right of the species space and the magnitude of the value 
indicates that this shi   will be considerable.  The fi nal scores, and correla  on coeffi  cients, indicate 
that several species would be aff ected by changes in fl ow rate.
Summaries to present:  Descrip  ve sta  s  cs (mean, varia  on, range) for each mussel across the 
en  re dataset.  CCA % variance explained, canonical coeffi  cient for fl ow (and std), randomiza  on test 
p-values.
Graphics to present:  CCA ordina  on diagram with a biplot showing species and fl ow rate as vectors 
indica  ng the direc  onality of their associa  on.
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The CCA output indicated that a considerable amount 
of varia  on was associated with the FlowRate axis 
(34% on Axis 1) and that the extracted pa  ern was 
sta  s  cally signifi cant (p = 0.001).  Further, the 
associa  on between the FlowRate variable and the 
varia  on in species abundances (r = 0.899) was also 
sta  s  cally unusually strong (p = 0.006).  These results 
confi rm that the FlowRate variable can be used as a 
predictor of species composi  on.

An overlay of the FlowRate variable onto the CCA 
ordina  on diagram (top) showed the correspondence 
between the four fl ow rates of each dam and the Axis 
1 ordina  on scores for samples taken below each of 
those dams.  Because fl ow rate alone does not explain 
all of the varia  on in the mussel community, samples 
have variable scores along Axis 2, as indicated by the 
ver  cal spread in the diagram.

The coeffi  cients for predic  ng changes in mussel 
species abundances (i.e., ‘Final scores’ for species) 
were listed in the Result File.  An overlay of mussel 
species’ abundances onto the ordina  on diagram 
(bo  om) provides a graphical representa  on of 
those rela  onships.  Here we can see that Ffl a had 
its highest abundance below the low-fl ow rate dams, 
and thus is most likely to decrease in abundance as 
fl ow rate increases.  In contrast, Pdom, Lrec, Ctub, and 
Lfra showed the opposite pa  ern.
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Example 9:  Forest Structure over Time

Objective:  Track changes in forest composition over time under three different management regimes.

Main Matrix structure:  12  mextrt (4 periods a  er 3 treatments) × 25 structural variables
Main Matrix content:  mixture of discrete, con  nuous, and nominal variables (Q & C variables)
Second Matrix structure: 12  mextrt × 2 coding variables
Second Matrix content:  1 code for TIME, 1 for TRT (C variables)
What was measured?  Prior to treatment and then once every 5 years, a variety of structural 
characteristics (with differing units) were measured for different forest strata in several subplots at 
one site.  Subplot values averaged to timextrt.  Highly redundant variables (r > 0.9) were pared down 
to a single variable.

What do the zeros mean?  Few zeros, most of which mean zero.
Non-zeros:  Made comparable by centering and standardizing.
Heterogeneity:  Data are not very heterogeneous following rela  viza  on:  2% zeros, average skewness 
of variables =0.8, coeffi  cient of varia  on of variable totals = 48%.
Sources of noise:  Measurement error, temporal and stochas  c variability in response abundance.
Outliers:  No outliers were iden  fi ed.
Distance measure:  Euclidean will perform well on these data and tolerate nega  ve values resul  ng 
from centering.
Transforma  ons?  Two variables were log+1 transformed prior to rela  viza  on to improve normality.
Rela  onships?  Rela  onships between response variables and  me and treatment may be linear, 
unimodal, or polymodal.
Model form:  Either linear or nonparametric.
Rela  viza  on?  The standardiza  on tended to equalize variables of varying abundance.
Tool to use:  PCA or NMS (free ordina  on), PerMANOVA (group tes  ng)

First look:  Ran a PCA using correla  on and obtained one signifi cant and interpretable axis.  Ran NMS 
on Autopilot using Euclidean and later Sørensen and neither produced very interpretable results.  Ran 
PerMANOVA using the Euclidean distance measure with a randomized complete block design (TIME & 
TRT) and observed signifi cant diff erences across TIME.
Tool to report:  PCA, PerMANOVA.  Saved Graph File, saved Result File from PCA, appended Result File 
from PerMANOVA, and then saved all with Main Matrix as a Project.
Interpreta  on:   A graph of the ordina  on diagram using successional vectors (row pa  ern) showed 
grouping of TIME1 (pre-treatment) toward the le   of Axis 1.  Vectors then extended in slightly 
diff erent but inconsistent direc  ons, with diff erent lengths, for each TRT for the next two TIME, and 
reconverged for the fi nal TIME.  PerMANOVA verifi ed diff erences across TIME but not among TRT.

Story:  Resilience in forest structural composi  on was observed in that treatment eff ects were short-
lived.
Summaries to present:  Descrip  ve sta  s  cs (mean, varia  on, range) for each variable across each 
treatment over  me.  PCA % variance explained for each relevant axis.  Also (outside PC-ORD), 
repeated-measures ANOVA results for a contrast of vector lengths among treatments.
Graphics to present:  PCA ordina  on diagram with successional vectors connec  ng  me periods.
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The PCA results indicated that one sta  s  cally 
signifi cant (p = 0.001) axis was available for 
interpreta  on, which explained the majority of 
varia  on in the data (84%).  

This axis corresponded to a  me gradient, with 
structural composi  on varying linearly from Time 
1 (pre-treatment) to Time 2 and Time 3.  The 
structural composi  on at Time 4 was more similar 
to Time 1 & 2 than Time 3, which is consistent 
with recovery over  me.  No pa  ern with TRT 
was seen.  The varia  on in Time, and the lack of 
pa  ern with respect to TRT, was verifi ed in the 
PerMANOVA, which indicated sta  s  cally unusual 
diff erences in structural composi  on across  me 
periods (p = 0.017) but not among treatments (p 
= 0.6).  

The challenge with this project was determining 
how to best graphically represent this informa  on.  

Because the PCA solu  on obtained only one sta  s  cally signifi cant axis, the ordina  on 'space' 
consisted of a one-dimensional line.  Although it was possible to present a horizontal axis only, a 
two-dimensional view was chosen in order to permit an overlay of a successional vector connec  ng 
the four TIME periods that would show the back-tracking of the vector on Axis 1 between Time 3 and 
Time 4.  Because there was no treatment eff ect, the three treatments sampled in each  me period 
were grouped together (with connec  ng lines forming a 'convex hull').  The second axis, in this case, 
represents random noise introduced on the Y-axis (a 'jiggered' horizontal axis).  The ordina  on was 
also refl ected such that  me increased from le   to right.

Figure 1.  PCA summarized the varia  on in the structural characteris  cs into one dominant gradient.  This one-
dimensional ordina  on axis corresponded to a  me gradient, shi  ing from le   to right over the fi rst three  me 
periods.  Each triangle represents the three treatments, which did not diff er, at each of the four  me periods.  A single 
successional vector is shown indica  ng how structural composi  on shi  ed to the right along Axis 1 with  me (  me 
periods 1 to 2, then 2 to 3) but then reversed trajectory by the fi nal  me period (3 to 4).  The Y-axis was jiggered to 
provide a two-dimensional view.
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Example 10:  Lichen Habitat Characterization

Objective:  Quantify the relative influence of habitat type on lichen community composition.

Main Matrix structure:  27 sitexhab (9 reps of 3 habitats) × 175 lichen species
Main Matrix content:  average cover class midpoints (Q variables)
Second Matrix structure: 27 sitexhab × 3 variables (1 C coding variable converted to 3 Q variables)
Second Matrix content:  1 code for GRND, 1 for BASE, 1 for BOLE (Q binary dummy variables)
What was measured?  One time measure of species abundance in quadrats placed in three different 
habitat types at nine replicate sites.  Subplot values averaged to sitexhab.  Comparable units and life-
history traits.

What do the zeros mean?  Very zero rich; zeros do not necessarily mean zero.
Non-zeros:  Made more comparable among species by applying a rela  viza  on by column maxima.
Heterogeneity:  Data are s  ll moderately heterogeneous following rela  viza  on:  66% zeros, average 
skewness of variables = 3.5, coeffi  cient of varia  on of variable totals = 71%.
Sources of noise:  Stochas  c variability in species abundance, measurement error.
Outliers:  No outliers were iden  fi ed.
Distance measure:  Sørensen because of skewness and noncomparability of zero values.
Transforma  ons?  No transforma  ons were deemed helpful.
Rela  onships?  Rela  onships between species and habitat type will be linear due to the binary nature 
of the predictor variables.
Model form:  Either linear or nonparametric.
Rela  viza  on?  The rela  viza  on by species maxima tended to equalize species of varying abundance.
Tool to use:  FSO (guided ordina  on)

First look:  Ran FSO using the Sørensen distance measure, the default order of predictor variables, and  
the randomiza  on test for individual predictors and found that BASE explained a bit more varia  on 
than GRND.  Re-ran FSO changing order to BASE, GRND, BOLE, but interpreta  on did not change 
so retained original order because it corresponded be  er to the ordina  on diagram.  Ran NMS on 
Autopilot using Sørensen and confi rmed strong separa  on by habitat type.
Tool to report:  FSO.  Saved the Graph File and Result File from FSO and then saved them with the 
Main Matrix and Second Matrix as a Project.

Interpreta  on:  In this case, the ordina  on diagram (Figure 1 below) provides li  le more than visual 
confi rma  on of the output given in the Result fi le.  [Note that when using con  nuous predictor 
variables, the ordina  on diagram has greater interpreta  onal poten  al.]  Here the diagram shows the 
same pa  ern was was observed with free ordina  on, i.e. the separa  on of the three habitat types 
in lichen composi  on ordina  on space.  The model results, however, permit a quan  fi ca  on of the 
rela  ve importance of those diff erences.  First, the single-
predictor results show that the ground and base variables 
were nearly equally important, because they represent 
opposite ends of a condi  onal gradient.  In this case, 
the third habitat type (bole) is essen  ally redundant to 
the second (base) and is therefore nonsignifi cant (this is 
an example of how mul  collinearity renders all but one 
of the highly correlated variables nonsignifi cant).  This 
is further refl ected in the marginal incremental R2 for 
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BOLE in the mul  ple model.  Second, the mul  ple-predictor results show that neither base nor bole is 
signifi cant when accoun  ng for the infl uence of ground, indica  ng that the dis  nc  on between lichen 
community composi  on on bases and boles is very weak but the contrast between bases/boles and 
the ground is quite strong and can be quan  fi ed with an R2 of 0.64.

Story:  Ground lichen community composi  on not only diff ers from epiphy  c lichen community 
composi  on, but the rela  ve dis  nc  on between the communi  es on tree bases vs. boles is marginal 
compared to the contrast between that on the ground vs. on trees.  [Note that this is a rela  onal 
and thus a rela  ve contrast.  You could use PerMANOVA to assess the absolute diff erence in species 
composi  on among the three habitat types.]

Summaries to present:  Average cover midpoints of species by habitat type.  FSO single and mul  ple 
predictor sta  s  cs (at least incremental Inc.-R2 and Random P for each predictor variable).
Graphics to present:  Op  onally, FSO ordina  on diagram showing contrast of habitat types.

Figure 1.  FSO summariza  on of lichen composi  onal diff erences related to habitat type.  Axis 1 refl ected the infl uence 
of the GRND variable and shows a strong contrast in composi  on between samples taken from the ground (right) and 
those taken from tree bases and boles (le  ).  Axis 2 captured the lesser contrast between tree bases and boles.
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Example 11:  Harvesting Impacts on Vegetation by Tolerance

Objective:  Evaluate the impact of overstory harvesting on dominant understory vegetation with 
respect to species' environmental tolerances (to moisture, nutrients, heat, and light).

Main Matrix structure:  32 sitextrt (4 reps of 2 treatments in 4 sites) × 15 herbaceous species
Main Matrix content:  average percent cover (Q variables)
Second Matrix structure: 32 sitextrt × 10 environmental variables
Second Matrix content:  mixture of discrete, con  nuous, and nominal variables (Q & C variables)
What was measured?  One time measure of species abundance in quadrats placed in different 
treatment areas at different sites; comparable units and life-history traits.

What do the zeros mean?  Many zeros; zeros do not necessarily mean zero.
Non-zeros:  Non-zero values are made more comparable by rela  vizing by species maxima within each 
level of treatment.
Heterogeneity:  Data are s  ll somewhat heterogeneous following rela  viza  on:  41% zeros, average 
skewness of variables = 1.9, coeffi  cient of varia  on of variable totals = 0.3%.
Sources of noise:  Stochas  c variability in species abundance, variability in treatment applica  on, 
measurement error.
Outliers:  Two sitextrt and one species variables were iden  fi ed as moderate outliers.
Distance measure:  N/A.
Transforma  ons?  No transforma  ons were deemed helpful.
Rela  onships?  Rela  onships among species, environmental variables, and traits may be linear, 
unimodal, or polymodal.
Model form:  Nonparametric.
Rela  viza  on?  The rela  viza  on tended to equalize variables of varying abundance.
Tool to use:  FCA (associa  on assessment)

First look:  Ran FCA using several diff erent 
randomiza  on op  ons, then chose Combined (Row 
fi rst, then Column) as the most suited to the analysis 
objec  ve.  Re-ran FCA.
Tool to report:  FCA.  Saved Result File with all three 
Matrices as a Project.
Interpreta  on:  The posi  ve associa  on (R) of NUTR 
with TRT1, and the nega  ve associa  on with TRT2 
(both p < 0.05), indicate that the abundance of 
species with high nutrient scores decreased under 
TRT2 as compared to TRT1.  No other signifi cant 
rela  onships were observed, although the nutrient 
trait was sugges  vely posi  vely associated with light 
availability (as measured by LAI).

Story:  The more nutrient demanding herbaceous 
species were less abundant under the overstory 
harvest treatment as compared to the control.
Summaries to present:  Descrip  ve sta  s  cs for each 
species by treatment.  Relevant FCA R and p-values.


